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Eric Smith reports: -  

 

Our Ramblers Autumn camp took place over the first weekend in October on a site next to 

the Jet Miners Inn, Great Broughton, Stokesley. Three of the usual suspects and four 

innocent newcomers signed up to experience a few days of good walking. 

 

We made use of five tents and one caravan. The campsite was fairly 

basic but what it did have worked well, was clean and well maintained. 

The shower in the male toilet block provided an effective, controlled ice 

cold to very hot deluge of water 

 

A notice above hand wash basins in both male and female toiled blocks came 

close to making us wish we had signed into a less severe regime. Site owners 

instructed ‘DO NOT WASH YOUR BOOTS IN THE WASH BASINS’. None of the 

Ramblers campers transgressed! 

 

For the first evening everyone cooked for themselves, so there were no complaints about 

quality of either food or service with any potential salmonella being self-inflicted. Afterwards, 

we all walked to the nearby Jet Miners Inn to test their hospitality, before booking a table 

for the following night’s meal. The hostelry was only 150 metres from our most distant tent. 

This was helpful when negotiating the short wobble back to our beds, in a beautifully clear 

moonlit sky and a blustery but warm wind. 

 

On Saturday, an additional Rambler joined us as we were 

setting off for a walk to the Wainstones, via Solomon’s 

Porch, Broughton Bank, Hasty Bank and return via 

Plantation.   

 

The weather wasn’t very kind and we had persistent drizzle 

on our route from the flat lands around Broughton towards 

the almost alpine facade of the very northern edge of the North Yorkshire Moors. Our exit 

from Broughton was difficult caused by a combination of factors e.g. poor map reading, lack 

of way markers, missing paths that had been ploughed out both across and to the very edge 

of fields – nevertheless it was patient character building! 

 

Moving on from Solomon’s Porch our route was clear and 

easy to follow, albeit terrain was much harder. Meeting two 

lady Ramblers at Hasty Bank they informed us their walk 

was the final part of training for their track to Everest Base 

Camp! [If I’d known this earlier I may have reconsidered our 

assault on Wainstones in a different light and hyped it up a 

bit!]. 
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Returning to Broughton ‘Base Camp’ we then rewarded ourselves with a visit to Lordstones 

café for tea and muffins. To anyone unfamiliar with the area a visit is recommended, it's a 

great place with service and food to match. 

 

Continuing the theme of eating we had an excellent evening meal at the Jet Miners in a 

relaxed, social setting that was complemented by the brilliant company. 

 

Sunday’s ramble started with a short car ride to Great 

Ayton. From there we walked in dry and sunny conditions to 

and up Roseberry Topping from the north side, down the 

south side and across to Captain Cooks Monument from 

where we ascended back to Great Ayton. 

 

 

Camp was disbanded in the late afternoon and we all returned to relative civilisation, 

everyone having had at least survived and hopefully enjoyed the experience.  

 

Basic accommodation, good food, great walking and above all, a fine company of Ramblers. 

We may do it all again in the spring  

 

Wainstones photographs [2] provided by Dan Devereux of GYBO  


